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PKI-based academic credentials(PACs)

1.A credential holder requests a credential

2.The credential issuer issues the PKI-based credential

3.The credential holder shows the credential to the a verifier 

4.The verifier launches a query to issuer to validate the credentials



PAC’s disadvantages

Costly:

It is costly to interoperate and collaborate between 

different business

Fragile:

Completely dependent on the school. A single point of 

failure can cause the whole process to fail

Centralized:

The data is centralized and the verification service 

must be exposed to outside which increased attack surface



Fake diploma problem

These drawbacks made purchasing a diploma from the internet 

becomes easy



Blockcerts

2. https://news.bitcoin.com/mit-blockcerts-certification-bitcoin/

MIT Media Lab released a decentralized credentialing system for 

academic, professional, and workforce credentialing called 

Blockchain Certificates in August, 2016 [2]

In Blockcerts, Bitcoin 

Blockchain acts as the provider 

of trust, and credentials are 

tamper-resistant and verifiable. 



Working diagram of Blockcerts

1. Student requests a credential. 2. Issuer issues the credential CI 

and commits the credential to the Blockchain. 3. Student provides 

the credential CI to the verifier (e.g. employer). 4. Verifier accesses 

the Blockchain to authenticate the certificate



Blockchain

A blockchain is a distributed 

database that maintains a keep-

growing list of ordered records 

called block [3]. Each block contains 

a header and a list of transactions  

TXi . Each header includes a 

timestamp Ti, a link to a previous 

block Hi−1 and nonce Ni . [4]

The Bitcoin blockchain is cryptographically secured, for every round, the 

miner need find a random number to meet the computing difficulty Di , and 

this progress is called the proof of work (POW) [5].

f(Di ) > SHA-256(SHA-256(Hi−1 || Ti || TXi || Ni ||)))

3.https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Blockchain

4 "Bitcoins In Space". 2017. accessed April 2, 2017, Virgin. https://www.virgin.com/richardbranson/bitcoins-in-space.

5 Alex Biryukov, Dmitry Khovratovich and Ivan Pustogarov. 2014. "Deanonymisation Of Clients In Bitcoin P2P Network". 



Blockchain as a bulletin board

The transaction data is decentralized and maintained on every node

No centralized "official" copy exists and no user is "trusted“

Transaction history cannot be changed unless redoing all Proof of 

Work of all blocks in the chain 

Image source: https://busy.org/@jaxteller/how-secure-is-blockchain-discover-below



Commit the hash to Blockchain

LEDGER

Alice 10

Tom 5

Rujia 4

Alex 8

Alice 5

Tom 10

Rujia 4

Alex 8

Alice   Tom       5BTC

Alice  sends 5 BTC to Tom with a 

note “Thank you ”
Hash



Accumulator

Given an element, an accumulator, and a membership witness, it can 

be verified that the element is in the accumulated set. A basic 

accumulator is composed of four polynomial-time algorithms: Gen, 

Add, MemUpdate and MemVer



Commit the Merkle root to Blockchain

cm0Merkle Root

Address A Address B

cm1 cm2

cm3 cm4

C1 C2 C3 C4

cm4

cm0 =  Hash(cm1, cm2)

cm1 =  Hash(cm3, cm4)

cm3  =  Hash(c1, c2)



Issuing the Blockcerts

Register Accumulator

Confirm Commit

C1

Student School

Blockchain



Standard blockchain certificate

Certificate

Receipt



Blockcerts verification

QR Code for

Graduate/Employer

Launch the app, start

scanning the

QR code to verify



Blockcerts verification

Hash

Merkle tree

Transaction

Address



Merkle presence proof

cm0Merkle Root

cm1 cm2

cm3 cm4

C1 C2 C3 C4

cm4

cm0 =  Hash(cm1, cm2)

cm1 =  Hash(c3, cm4)

cm3  =  Hash(c1, c2)

Prove_presence(cm0, c1) 

= (c2, cm4, cm2).



More secure(network) ?
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More secure(data) ?

Data

Database

Blockchain

payload

hash

The data is stored in the school, 

even the Blockchain failed, there is 

no data leakage risk.

If anyone modified the existing 

records at the service level it will be 

detected.

Any internal staff manipulating 

database will be found.



My current research

Prove security of a protocol as stand-alone is easy.

(single execution, no other parties).

Need: 

A general framework for representing security concerns and 

requirements for protocols 

A general composition operation that: 

–Captures realistic situations in multi-protocol systems 

–Preserves security
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